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Abstract
This paper presents a new approach to the formal veri cation of SDL speci cations. SDL is given denotational semantics based on the concepts of streams and stream processing functions in the formal
framework of Focus. The formalization of SDL revealed some aspects of SDL which are handled unprecisely in the Z.100, e.g., the concept of time, and gives a solution to them. The formal semantics is
the starting point for a veri cation method for SDL speci cations. Properties of SDL speci cations can
now be proved in the mathematical, logical framework of domain theory. To document the use of the
veri cation method, we outline the results of a case study in which we proved the correctness of the SDL
speci cation of the well-known alternating bit protocol.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Formal veri cation allows to mathematically prove that a speci cation ful ls desired properties. As a
prerequisite, formal semantics must be provided so that the meaning of the speci cation is precisely
and clearly de ned. Moreover, this semantics has to be formalized in a logical framework which supports
formal reasoning about the speci cation. In our opinion there has not yet been proposed a formal method
for the veri cation of SDL speci cations.
Besides its precise syntax, a formal speci cation language is characterized by its formal semantics
given in terms of logical and mathematical formulas and veri cation rules. In its present form, SDL is
not a formal language because a formal semantics is missing. In 1988, a "formal semantics" for SDL
was published by the ITU-T (former CCITT) in 10]. It gives the behaviour of an SDL speci cation by
de ning its interpretation on an abstract SDL-machine. This machine is speci ed with Meta IV ( 2])
and CSP ( 14]). Meta IV as well as CSP have a formal semantics, but for the combination of both, no
precise, mathematical foundation is provided. Therefore, this SDL semantics is only informal and cannot
be used to handle veri cation tasks. Moreover, the informal description of SDL given in the Z.100 leaves
important aspects like the concept of time and fairness of nondeterministic features unclear. Thus, clear,
mathematically founded semantics is urgently needed, not only for the formal veri cation of SDL, but
also for the clari cation of the meaning of SDL speci cations.
This paper presents a framework for the formal veri cation of SDL speci cations on the basis of
stream semantics. We provide denotational semantics for SDL in terms of streams and stream processing
functions within the framework of Focus. Focus is a methodology for the formal speci cation of
distributed systems in the tradition of Kahn 12] based on the concepts of streams and stream processing
functions. It has well-de ned formal semantics and oers formal proof techniques of domain theory and

classical higher order logic. By transforming an SDL speci cation into a Focus speci cation, these proof
techniques can be used to prove properties of the SDL speci cation.
Our semantics de nition of SDL is an extension of 9] which considered only a restricted subset of
SDL and concentrated on the time independent part of SDL. The formal semantics was used for the
development of SDL speci cations in Focus, whereas we use it as the starting point for the formal verication of SDL speci cations. Our semantics will cover most features of what is called Basic SDL in 11].
Concerning SDL processes, states, start and stop symbols, input and output of signals with data, tasks,
decisions, save symbols, timer mechanism and nondeterministic behaviour modelled by spontaneous inputs and nondeterministic decisions are included. The communication links are delaying and nondelaying
channels and signalroutes. For an introduction to SDL we refer to 3] and 16]. Concerning the timing
aspects of SDL we argue that the treatment of time in SDL speci cations is unprecisely described in 11].
As a consequence, the notion of time is interpreted in dierent ways by SDL users. However, most of
them agree that SDL includes no quantitative assumptions about the timing of the messages nothing is
known about the speed of the processes. We base our semantic de nition upon this notion of time.
This paper aims at giving the basic ideas of our approach without going into technical details. For a
detailed presentation of the approach we refer to 7]. This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2,
the time concept of SDL is analysed. Section 3 introduces the underlying concepts of Focus, streams
and stream processing functions. In Section 4, we present the denotational semantics of SDL in Focus,
concentrating on the semantics of SDL processes. The veri cation method is given in Section 5. Next, in
Section 6, we apply our veri cation method to a case study, the alternating bit protocol. Finally, Section
7 summarizes the results of this paper and discusses some future work.

2. THE CONCEPT OF TIME IN SDL
It is by now widely accepted that SDL is not well suited for the de nition of hard real-time requirements.
There are a number of papers about SDL which have a critical look at the real time concept in SDL
(e.g. 8], 13], 15]) and discuss the expressiveness of real-time properties in SDL. However, a crucial
point has not yet been discussed: the relationship between the progress of time and the behaviour of a
system speci ed by SDL. Analysing the behaviour of SDL speci cations we had to learn that the time
related aspects of SDL are described only vaguely in the recommendations of the ITU-T and interpreted
in dierent ways by SDL users.
When a timer is set in an SDL process, an absolute expiration time is to be given. Yet there is no
clear statement in the SDL Recommendation 11] about the way time proceeds in systems described by
SDL. Nothing is said about the amount of time which is consumed by actions like assignments in tasks,
reading an input signal and outputting signals in an SDL process. In the SDL user guidelines 6] it is
said that SDL processes are based on extended nite state machines whose transitions are regarded as
taking zero time. However, the next sentence includes the statement that SDL allows for the possibility
of non-zero transition time. Concerning the expression NOW by which SDL processes access the system
time it is stated that the system time can but need not be dierent for each task in a transition.
Note that it is not explicitly stated that the time concept is intended to be left open. It is suggested
that the progress of time should be related to the implementation of the system. However, the objective
of using a formal speci cation language is to give an abstract model of the system to be developed and
to describe its properties without referring to the later implementation. Thus, the SDL time concept in
the speci cation ought to be independent of the later implementation of the system.
When discussing this topic with SDL users we were confronted with two contradictory interpretations
of SDL time:
Transitions are regarded as taking zero time. Time is only allowed to pass when all SDL processes
are in an idle state waiting for further input signals, that is all input ports are empty (except
for signals to be saved). Then time proceeds until an active timer expires or a signal from the
environment is received. Thus, the proceeding of time is connected to the behaviour of the SDL
processes. It might happen that time does not increase at all because no halt of the system occurs.
This interpretation might be inuenced by the way some SDL tools handle the proceeding of time
during the simulation of SDL speci cations.
Time is always increasing. Time proceeds during the execution of transitions and in the states.

There exists a global clock which increases time, is accessable to all processes and drives all timers.
Thus, time is independent of the behaviour of the SDL processes time is an orthogonal concept to
the system behaviour.
Most users support the second notion of time. To us this interpretation seems to be the more natural
and intuitive one of both. Therefore we base the de nition of the semantics on the following notion
of time: We assume a global clock. Time is always allowed to pass. The execution of SDL processes
takes time. However, nothing is known about the speed of the processes and about the amount of time
spent in a transition or in a state. Thus, an SDL process behaves nondeterministically with regard to
time consumption. Regarding an SDL process as a black box an arbitrary delay between the input of a
signal and the output of signals is observed resulting from the transition triggered by the input signal.
Furthermore, nothing is known about the time spent by the timer mechanism and about the time a timer
signal is in the input queue until it is consumed by the SDL process. As a consequence, it makes no sense
to specify quantitative expiration times for SDL timers. It is more reasonable to demand that a timer
set by a process will expire after an arbitrary, but nite duration of time and will be put in the input
queue of the process.
We cannot claim that the interpretation of time, which now underlies the formalization of SDL in
Section 4, conforms to the interpretation of time in the Recommendations Z.100. Yet it is a reasonable
and pragmatic view of time corresponding to the way most SDL users interpret SDL time.

3. FOCUS
In the following we introduce the underlying concepts of Focus which are relevant to the de nition of
the semantics in Section 4. The interested reader is referred to details on 4] for an introduction and
more formalization.
In Focus, systems are modelled as networks of components communicating asynchronously via unbounded, one-way channels. A system is a network consisting of a number of components which either
form a network by themselves or are speci ed as basic components which are not structured any further.
The message ow between the components is modelled by timed streams. A timed stream is associated
with a channel between two components and contains all information about what message is sent when
between these components. Thereby, a pglobal discrete model of time is used time proceeds in equidistant
time intervals. A special time signal is introduced, called time tick. A tick indicates the end of a
time interval in a stream. Apart from the time
p ticks
pp a stream may contain a nite or in nite number of
messages. For instance, the timed stream ab c a contains the stream of messages abca . In the rst
interval, the messages a and b are communicated followed by message c in the second interval in the
third interval, there is no communication and in the fourth interval, message a is communicated.
Formally, a stream is a nite or in nite sequence of messages. Given a set N of messages, N 1 denotes
the set of all in nite timed streams. In some speci cations, it may be sucient to model the behaviour
of a component without regarding the timing aspects. In this case, we can abstract from the timing
information in the streams: N ! denotes the set of all nite (N  ) and in nite streams (N 1 ) without
time ticks. If s is a timed stream, s denotes the stream without time ticks. m &s denotes the result of
appending the message m on the stream s .
A component communicates with its environment through a set of input and output channels. Thus,
the behaviour of a component is described by the relation between its input streams and its output
streams. This relation is de ned by a stream processing function that maps timed input streams to
timed output streams. Stream processing functions have to ful ll semantic properties as continuity and
time-guardedness, as explained in literature ( 4]). A system of components can be de ned either by
recursive equations or by special composition operators.
Let S be the speci cation of a component which inputs messages of type I and outputs messages of
type O . With this speci cation a relation RS between the input and the output streams of the component
is de ned. The denotation of the speci cation S , written S ] , is a set of stream processing functions:
S ] =def ffS : I 1 ! O 1

j 8i 2 I1

: RS i  fS (i )]g

The semantics of a speci cation is compositional. The behaviour of a system can be deduced from
the behaviour of its constituents.

4. FORMAL SEMANTICS
We present formal, denotational semantics for SDL using streams and stream processing functions. The
semantics is achieved by specifying the dierent SDL constructs in Focus: an SDL speci cation is
transformed into a Focus speci cation and by this it is provided with a clear denotation, as speci cations
in Focus have formal semantics. We outline the basic concepts of the semantic de nition the complete
de nition is given in 7].

4.1 Structuring elements of SDL

The structure of the Focus speci cation corresponds in a natural way to that of the SDL speci cation.
A system speci ed with SDL is modelled by a component of type System in Focus which gives a black
box view of the system. The structure of this component is derived from the SDL block structure. For
each SDL block a Focus component of type Block is introduced. Concerning the communication links
it has to be considered that in SDL channels and signalroutes may be bidirectional or unidirectional
whereas in Focus channels are unidirectional and non-delaying. Therefore, bidirectional SDL channels
and signalroutes are mapped to two unidirectional channels in Focus. Delaying SDL channels are
modelled by components Delay which give an arbitrary delay to a signal before it is sent to its receiver.
According to the structure of the corresponding SDL block, a component Block will be further structured
either into components of type Block or into components of type Process. A component Process models
the behaviour of the corresponding SDL process (see Section 4.3).

4.2 SDL data

The abstract data types of SDL are formalized in Spectrum, an algebraic speci cation language ( 5])
which uses concepts of domain theory as Focus does. Thus, it forms an integral part of our formal
framework. There is a library of abstract data types in Spectrum so that the prede ned SDL types can
be mapped to the Spectrum types.

4.3 SDL processes

An SDL process describes a complex behaviour which includes parts which are only implicitly speci ed
in the SDL process graph, e.g., the input queue and the supervision of timers. In the semantics all
behavioural aspects of an SDL process are explicitly handled. In order to give a modular semantics, the
behaviour of an SDL process, modelled by the Focus component Process, will be split into several parts.
Following the ideas of 9] an SDL process is modelled by a network of Focus components as illustrated
in Figure 1:
The component Fair Merge represents the internal, unbounded input queue in which all incoming
signals are inserted. It merges the input streams arriving at the signalroutes, the timer signals and
the none -signals into one stream.
The component PR models the actual behaviour of the SDL process. It carries out the actual
processing according to the state machine given by the SDL process graph.
Timer Delay is a component which gives an arbitrary, but nite delay to timers set by the process.
Whenever a timer is set during a transition the component PR sends a timeout signal with the
name of the timer to the Timer Delay component. After an arbitrary but nite delay, Timer Delay
sends this signal to Fair Merge which merges the stream of timer signals with the other streams of
input signals.
The component None is added in order to handle spontaneous transitions. It nondeterministically
outputs a stream of signals called none which are merged by Fair Merge into the input stream of
PR and consumed as ordinary input signals by PR.
The component Split distributes the output signals of component PR to the output signal routes
of the SDL process.

input signalroutes
:::

Fair Merge
None
PR

Timer Delay

Split
:::

output signalroutes

Figure 1: Modelling an SDL process in Focus
Except of the component PR, the speci cations of all components are xed and overloaded for any
number of channels and for any signal sorts. Depending on the process symbols used in the corresponding
SDL process the components are included into the network: for a process with timers, Timer Delay is
included, for a process with spontaneous inputs, None is included.
The behaviour of the component PR which models the SDL process diagram is individually de ned
for each SDL process. It is given by a predicate which denotes a set of stream processing functions. Each
function describes a possible input/output behaviour of the process. This reects the nondeterminism
inherent in the behaviour of an SDL process: a stream of input signals results in dierent streams of
output signals. This is caused by the nondeterministic behaviour of a process in regard to its timing.
The predicate consists of a number of equations on functions which are derived from the transitions
of the SDL process graph. For each control state of the SDL process a function is introduced which
describes the behaviour of the SDL process in this control state. The functions are named according
to the corresponding control states. An equation models all actions performed by the process during a
transition: consumption of the input signal, sending of output signals, manipulations of the local variables
as well as the setting of timers.
An equation derived from a transition leading from control state S to state S 0 follows the pattern
S d1 : : : dk '] (a & in ) = o1 & : : : &on & S 0 d10 : : : dk0 '0 ] (in )
The function S receives the stream of input signals which consists of the rst signal a followed by the
stream in of further input signals. It reacts to the signal a by outputting a stream of signals o1 : : : on
and calling function S 0 with the rest of the input stream in . In addition the data state, consisting of the
values d1 : : : dk of the local variables v1 : : : vk of the process, may have changed during the transition.
This is indicated by d10 : : : dk0 . In case that the process uses timers, a parameter ' is added which models
the management of timers inside the SDL process.
As explained in Section 2 an SDL process behaves nondeterministically with regard to time consumption and is in fact a time dependent component. Between the consumption of an input signal and its
corresponding output signals an arbitrary amount of time elapses. In the speci cation of PR we could
model this delay by inserting an arbitrary, nite number of time ticks before each output signal in the
stream of output signals. However, this would lead to a rather complex speci cation. Instead, we use
the speci cation format for time independent components: in the speci cation of PR, all time ticks are
abstracted away. Time ticks do only occur in the denotation of the speci cation. Thus, the delay between
the input of a signal and its corresponding output signal is implied in the semantics of the speci cation,

it need not be explicitly modelled on the syntactic level.
For the complete semantics with all details we refer to 7]. To give an idea of the semantic de nition
we give the speci cation of PR for an SDL process Transmitter called PR Transmitter. We use the
speci cation style of Andl ( 19]), a schematized description language for Focus speci cations which
allows to write speci cations by hiding the semantic details of Focus. Transmitter is part of the SDL
speci cation of the alternating bit protocol which we will use in Section 6 as a case study.
process Transmitter
DCL
DCL

a,b Bit := L;
data Natural := 0;

ackwait

idle
ack (a)

err

b=a

snd
(data,b)

din
(data)

snd
(data, b)

ackwait

true

false

b := neg (b)

snd
(data, b)

idle

ackwait

din

ackwait

Figure 2: SDL speci cation of the sender of the alternating bit protocol

component PR Transmitter { time independent
input channel sin : Sin
(* Sin = fack err din g input signals *)
output channel dsend : Inmed 1
(* Inmed 1 = fsnd g output signal *)
is basic

!
idle : Nat  Bit  Sin! ! Inmed
(* function for control state idle *)
1
idle 0 L] (sin ) = dsend
(* 0 and L are the initial values of the variables data and b *)
!
where 8 s : Sin 8 a b : Bit 8 data d : Nat
idle d b ] (din (data ) & s ) = snd (data b ) & ackwait data b ] (s ) ^
idle d b ] (ack (a ) & s ) = idle d b ] (s ) ^
(* Implicit transition *)
idle d b ] (err & s ) = idle d b ] (s ) ^
(* Implicit transition *)

9

:

:

:

:

ackwait d b ] (s ) =
(* function for control state ackwait *)
(* search returns the rst signal ack or err of s save signals din are left in s*)
(* del deletes the the rst occurrence of ack or err within s *)
case search (fack (a ) err g s ) of
ack (a ) : if a = b
(* decision symbol is modeled by a conditional expression *)
then idle d :b ] (del (ack (a ) s ))
else snd (d b ) & ackwait d b ] (del (ack (a ) s ))
endif

err : snd (d b ) & ackwait d b ] (del (err s ))

endcase

end PR Transmitter
Having transformed an SDL speci cation S into a Focus speci cation, the formal semantics, denoted
by S ] , can be assigned to the SDL speci cation: It is the set of all stream processing functions which ful l
the input/output behaviour of the SDL system. As the semantics is compositional, a function describing
the behaviour of the system is composed of the functions describing the behaviour of the SDL processes.

5. VERIFICATION
The formal semantics is the basis for the veri cation of SDL speci cations. Denotational semantics
is based on a rich mathematical theory called domain theory ( 20]). Domain theory oers abstract
mathematical concepts of complete partial orders, continuous functions and least xed points as well as
various induction principles. In contrast to simulation or model checking, formal veri cation can deal
directly with in nite state spaces. It relies on techniques like structural induction to prove over in nite
domains.
For the veri cation of SDL speci cations we propose the following process:
Starting from an informal requirements speci cation the SDL speci cation S is derived. Guidelines
for the transition from an informal speci cation to an SDL speci cation are given in literature (e.g.
3, 22]).
Following our de nition of the formal semantics in the previous section, the formal semantics S ]
is derived for the SDL speci cation by transforming the SDL speci cation S into a Focus speci cation:
{ The structure of the SDL speci cation is modelled by a network System in Focus. For each
SDL block and SDL process a component of type Block or Process is introduced.
{ The data types of SDL are mapped to the abstract data types of Spectrum.
{ For each SDL process a network is speci ed as illustrated in Figure 1. For the speci cation of
PR, functional equations are derived from the SDL process graph. The speci cations of the
other components, e.g., Fair Merge, None and Split, are added with respect to the composition
of the component Process.
The denotation of the SDL speci cation is a set of stream processing functions. Each function
describes a possible input/output behaviour of the SDL system. This reects the nondeterminism
inherent in the behaviour of an SDL speci cation.
The properties of the system that are required to be true are formulated as logical predicates. Let P
be the predicate denoting the desired properties. The theorem to be proved correct states that any
possible input/output behaviour of the SDL system has to ful l the properties which are de ned
in the predicate P . Let in and out be the input and output streams of the system of type In and
Out :
8 f 2 S ] 8 in : In 1 8 out : Out 1 f (in ) = out =) P (in out )
:

:

:

The veri cation task has to be carried out. It has to be shown that the SDL speci cation ful ls
the properties of the predicate P by using mathematical and logical proof techniques. Here, the
proof techniques known from functional logic, domain theory and classical higher order logic can
be applied. If the veri cation task is successful, the SDL speci cation describes a system with the
desired properties. Otherwise, the SDL speci cation has to be improved and the veri cation process
has to be redone.
In order to ease the task of formalizing and verifying SDL, tool support is indispensable. We have
de ned the formal semantics in a schematic way, so that the transformation of SDL speci cations into
Focus speci cations can be automatically generated. Concerning the formal veri cation, Focus oers
an interface to Isabelle ( 17]), an interactive theorem prover. Isabelle supports a variety of logics, among
them HOLCF, a higher order logic of computable functions ( 18]) which supports the notions of domain
theory, so that Focus speci cation can be embedded into HOLCF. Again, this transformation can be
generated automatically. Upon this basis, SDL speci cations can be formalized in HOLCF and be veri ed
mechanically using the proof support of Isabelle. The formalization of the SDL semantics is given in 7].

6. A CASE STUDY: THE ALTERNATING BIT PROTOCOL
The practicability of our veri cation method for SDL is evaluated by the well-known case study of the
alternating bit protocol. This protocol supports a unidirectional ow of messages between a sender
and a receiver over an unreliable medium. Each message is either correctly or erroneously transmitted.
However, the medium behaves fair: if a message is suciently often given to the medium, it will nally be
correctly transmitted. Sender and receiver use a single bit to check whether a message has been correctly
transmitted by the medium.
First, the SDL speci cation of the protocol is derived according to the informal description. The
structure of the speci cation is clear and not given here. The SDL system ABP consists of a block
ABPTransmitter with a single process Transmitter, of a block ABPReceiver with a single process Receiver
and of two blocks Medium1 and Medium2. The behaviour of the media, however, is not speci ed by SDL.
It seems to be obvious to model the behaviour of a medium by the nondeterministic decision with any :
the input signal is either transmitted correctly or erroneously. However, there is no statement about the
fairness of the evaluation of any and therefore, this speci cation does not guarantee the fairness of the
medium. We specify the media directly in Focus. In the following we give the speci cation of Medium 1
which receives input signals of type snd (data, bit) and outputs either the input signal or the error signal
err. We use an oracle, an in nite sequence of O and L, which decides whether the signal is transmitted
correctly or erroneously. As there are in nitly many L in the oracle, the medium behaves fair.
Then, we transform the SDL speci cation into a Focus-speci cation following the approach introduced in section 4. For the process transmitter the semantics has already been given in Section 4.3. We
only give the structure of the system ABP, omitting the structure of the components of type Block and
Process . The structure of the system ABP is speci ed by a number of equations following the pattern
<output channels> = component name <input channels>.

component ABP
input channel data in : Insys
output channel data out : Outsys
is network

dsend = ABP Transmitter data in arecv
data out asend = ABP Receiver drecv
drecv = Medium 1 dsend
arecv = Medium 2 asend
end ABP
<

>

<

>

<

<

<

>

<

>

<

>

<

>

process Receiver

DCL
DCL
DCL

waiting

true

snd
(data, sb)

err

ack (sb)

ack (neg (rb))

sb = rb

waiting

false

dout(data)

#(fLg c o ) = 1 ^ med1 (o dsend ) = drecv
!
1:
with 8 s : Inmed
1 m : Inmed 1 q : Bool
med1 (O & q m & s ) = err & med1 (q s )
med1 (L & q m & s ) = m & med1 (q s )
end Medium1

component PR Receiver { time independent
input channel drecv : Outmed 1
output channel rout : Rout
is basic
!
!
waiting : Bit  Outmed 1 ! Rout
waiting L] (drecv ) = rout
9

where

waiting

:

!
: Outmed
1 8 data : Nat 8 rb sb : Bit
waiting rb ] (snd (data sb ) & s ) =
if rb = sb
then ack (sb ) & dout (data ) & waiting :rb ] (s )
else ack (sb ) & waiting rb ] (s )

8s

:

:

endif ^

rb := neg (rb)

waiting

sb Bit := O;
rb Bit := L;
data Natural := 0;

>

>

component Medium 1 { time independent
input channel dsend : Inmed 1
output channel drecv : Outmed 1
is basic
! ! Out !
9 o : Bool 1 med1 : Bool 1 ! Inmed
1
med 1 :

waiting rb ] (err & s ) =
ack (:rb ) & waiting rb ] (s )
end PR Receiver

:

We prove that the SDL speci cation guarantees a correct, reliable transmission of messages via the
unreliable medium provided the medium behaves in a fair way. This is stated in the following theorem:
8f 2

1 : f (in ) = out =) data part (in ) = data part (out )
1 : 8 out : Outsys
ABP ] : 8 in : Insys

Every function which de nes an input/output behaviour of ABP behaves like the identity function if the
timing aspects are abstracted away and only the data parts of the input signals din (data ) and the output
signals dout (data ) are regarded. The data part of the streams is extracted by the function data part.
The proof is constructed by structural induction on the input stream of the protocol and is based
on two lemmata. It reects the dierent states which the SDL system takes during the transmission of
a data item. Starting from the initial state the system reaches a state in which the rst data item is
already output to the receiver in the environment, but the sender has not yet received the corresponding
control bit. From that state a new start state will be arrived which is identical to the initial state except
that the rst data item of the input stream has been removed and the bit has alternated. The proof uses
properties of the xed point of the recursive network of streams which is de ned by the speci cation of
ABP.
The case study shows that the denotational framework in which the semantics is de ned is well suited
for veri cation tasks. Further case studies should be done to gain more experience with the veri cation
of SDL speci cations, so that more detailed guidelines for veri cation can be developed.

7. CONCLUSION
In this paper we outlined how SDL speci cations can be formally veri ed using stream based, denotational semantics of SDL. As far as we know this is the rst approach to the formal veri cation of SDL
speci cations. The proof techniques of classical higher order logic and of domain theory can now be used
for the veri cation of SDL speci cations. Besides its use for veri cation, the formal semantics gives a
concise meaning to current SDL, especially to its model of time. The stream semantics integrates all
aspects of SDL, like structure, communications, behaviour and data, and is based on an adequate time
concept. There are some other approaches to a formal semantics for SDL, e.g. 1], 21], yet no case studies
using the semantics for veri cation tasks are known to us.
Our formalization of SDL revealed a number of unprecisely de ned or missing features in the Z.100,
for instance the timing concept of SDL or the fairness properties of nondeterministic features. Our survey
among SDL users showed that time is interpreted in dierent ways even by SDL users who know the
Recommendation Z.100 very well and have much experience in system development with SDL. We think
that this is a situation which is not appropriate for a standardized speci cation language. Therefore, the
features which are now unsuciently speci ed in the Z.100 should be improved in the next revision of
the SDL Recommendations.
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